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My Dear

Sister,
Mirrors are our only destination.
Stars embark upon our humility
Fearful of what could be there instead.
Hoping that life brings us home at night
And gives us the proverbial goodnight.

But in reflection, what we see is a puddle of deceit
Burned and buried, trampled under our feet.
Let the wind whisk it away, you don't have to worry.
Live until the glass shards cut your skin
And you get infected with this disease
Of not being able to live in illusions anymore.
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by Annie Nilson

Unbound

Alex by Mary Donaldson
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Mom, Dad and Grandma by Alison Harriot
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THE PEOPLE
VERSUS
by Joshua Plack

In the front row of a mostly empty courtroom

as somber as his elder, he carries himself with more

sit three men in descending order of age. The eldest

urgency. Finally, there sits the youngest, age twenty-

sits on the right, stoically, in a decidedly humble

five. Though he is not young in the traditional sense,

suit. Its loosened tie and missing button show a

seated next to the other men he appears but a child.

lack of formality. His cracked and fatigued visage

Fresh out of college, wearing a thrown together

tells a different tale - that of a man who has lived

ensemble of thrift store formal dress, he appears

far beyond his fifty-five years, and whose days have

exceedingly nervous to be in a courtroom. Not

become a blur of dreary walks and sleepless nights.

wanting to appear anxious, he maintains an intense

Next to him sits a man slightly younger, of forty,

stillness, to the point that he occasionally has to

sporting a sharper suit and a more eager persona of

remind himself to breathe.

middle age, continually shifting his seat, his posture,

“I think now might be a good time for a

his perfectly creased full-Windsor. Though he is just

break,” announces the judge. “Why don’t we take
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an hour for lunch?” He nods in the direction of
the eldest man, “Then we’ll hear from the victim’s

“Would you care to finish that sentence?”

family.” The eldest concedes no recognition and

retorts the younger man, “Or are you suggesting

unceremoniously stands up to leave, the younger

that we condemn a man to death because he looks

men in tow. Unable to resist, the eldest sneaks a

too much like your drink?”

brief glance at the defendant, who remains as
defiantly uninterested in the proceedings as he was
at the trial’s outset.

“Did you see him today?” quips the middleaged man, “Or any day?”
“I’ve seen him.”

The three men make their way to the nearest

“I gave up on spotting remorse long ago,

diner, with the eldest taking a seat at the counter.

but that man doesn’t care about anything. I can

The other two sit at an adjacent booth and struggle

spot that expression from a mile away, and one day

to recall how to speak. Amidst the occasional noise

you will too.”

from the kitchen, the silence reaches a powerful

“What the hell is that supposed to mean?”

crescendo. The younger man stirs a cup of tea,

“How’s your tea?”

preparing to break the silence.

“Calming!” shouts the young man, “What’s

“What are we going to say?” asks the

that? Black coffee? Is that what we’re drinking

youngest. The middle-aged man looks up at him

these days?” The oldest man, sitting at the counter,

as if he knew he’d be the one to speak first. The

chuckles to himself, glancing back at the two

youngest takes some time to consider his words.

arguing. The middle-aged man shares the laugh

“I mean, someone’s life could rest on what we say.

and stirs a sugar in defiance.

How do you answer to that?”

“It’s funny,” says the middle-aged man,

The middle-aged man glances at the eldest,

“you want to be grown up and drink fancy teas

still sitting at the counter, sipping a cup of coffee.

and coffees with caramel this or vanilla that. Then

“I know what Dad would say,” he replies.

one day you realize it’s the coffee you enjoy, so you

“What’s that supposed to mean?” asks the
younger man.
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those…” before trailing off to sip his own coffee.

wean yourself off that other stuff. Until one day,
you wake up… and you’re just… drinking black

The middle-aged man thinks carefully

coffee.” The youngest man sips his tea, not offering

before muddling, “You know how Dad felt about…

a reply. “You go out into the world thinking you

Unbound

can fix everything. That people are inherently good

man in reply.

and you can work with them to make everyone’s life

“That person sitting in the courtroom, the one

better,” the middle-aged man continues. “Then you

who didn’t care, or doesn’t care, you don’t know what

go out there and see most people just don’t care.”

kind of person they will be when he’s Dad’s age,” says

The two men continue to sit, sip their drinks,

the young man. “The person you want to kill today?

and occasionally check the time. In their silence,

You’re killing who they will one day become.” The

they share the feeling that they’d wish the clocks

middle-aged man offers no reply.

would cease their incessant movement, for the issue

“And what about when we’re Dad’s age?”

is not nearly resolved. Once again, the young man

he continues, “What person will we be? Because the

breaks the silence.

decision we make today will create the person we

“Dad was almost eighty…” he mutters.

become.”

“Would you care to finish that thought?”

The middle-aged man considers these words

replies the middle-aged man. “Or are you suggesting

for a moment before replying, “I know what kind of

that Dad’s age had anything to with this?”

person I want to be.”

“He wasn’t just old. He smoked, he drank,

The older man at the counter stands suddenly,

he was sick a lot, even for a man his age. Are you

and the three men leave together, returning to their

prepared to take a life over what probably would

front row seats in the courtroom, just as they were.

have been a few short years?”

“Recalling the sentencing hearing for The

“He was our father!” replies the middle-

People versus Riley Daniels,” says the judge as

aged man. “He didn’t die peacefully, in his sleep,

he flips through some papers, “We will now hear

or with his son by his bedside. He was shot in the

statements from the victim’s family.” He motions to

head by someone who thought forty-some dollars

the oldest man. “Would you care to speak on behalf

and a crappy old Buick were worth more than his

of the victim?”

life.” The two men go back to silence and sip their

The oldest man nods and stands up. Before

warm drinks, the time to return to the courthouse is

approaching the court, he turns and glances at

growing near.

the two chairs next to him, which are now empty.

“You don’t know,” says the young man.

Having shed the ghosts of his former self, he speaks

“I don’t know what?” snorts the middle-aged

on his father’s behalf.
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I have dropped my paint brush
in salt water.
Maybe the ocean
can paint you back to me,
paint you
onto me,
wash my skin off me.
I am ti red, today,
ti red like brittle sand dollars.
CRashing in doubt
with bleached driftwood,
trading lonesome
for hollowed seagulls.
This Part Takes Practice
by Stephanie Gordon
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Guadalupe on Water
by Veronica Fernandez-Alvarado

It’s ridiculous that papa didn’t paint over the life-

I take a shaky breath from the chase. Papa’s room,

sized portrait of la Virgen de Guadalupe. She looks

like the rest of the house, is empty. The only difference

like a ghost in our empty living room, and though

is it always felt empty even before the move. His bed

her portrait is supposed to fill the house with love and

and night stand are the only objects left. On the top of

guidance, I always felt she made our home seem more

the night stand is his bracelet. A beaded bracelet with

lonely. It gave the idea that mi papa was unable to keep

miniature portraits of la Virgen de Guadalupe. A bitter

a grown woman in the house, so he had to paint one.

taste appears in my mouth. The same taste that appears

He says she’s always been there to watch over

when my teeth press too hard on the side of my cheek.

the house, but we’re leaving, so why should we care?

Papa said this move was a good thing, that we’ll be

The living room is empty and the blue stained carpet

closer to his sisters, that we’ll live next to mis abuelitos

makes it look like she’s walking on water. It fills my

in his old pueblo, that I might finally have una madre,

nostrils with the smell of bleach from its recent wash.

but I want nothing to do with his pueblo, especially

I want her to drown. I want her to drown with all her

if that means having a strange woman with mi papa.

false promises of protection. A useless saint and papa

I am happy here, where he was too busy to look for

still adores her. All our hours in mass, all the money

a wife, where his broken English made it difficult for

we wasted on candles so she could be fulfilled. All

him to meet new people. We only needed each other

that energy and she still couldn’t protect papa from

here, there was no talk of adding new members, there

deportation. My fingers run over her features, which

was no need for anyone else, but returning to Mexico

are smooth under my skin. It’s tempting to peel her

has convinced him that I am no longer enough.

face off, but before my blue nail begins digging into her

The portrait of la Virgen is cold, this is probably the

cream cheek, a soft scuffle comes from the other side of

longest it has been from human skin. No one is more

the room. It has beady red eyes, a small pink tail, and

committed to her than mi papa. No one believes in her

a gray coat. Our eyes meet and the mouse runs. Past

protection more than him, yet she couldn’t protect him.

the living room, then the hallway, then to the corner of

She couldn’t protect our little family. With the right tug

papa’s room, before disappearing.

it could all fall to pieces, and it does.
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by Chad Jensen

The Gift of Winds
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Boughs stagger as they ladder up
this exuberant Western Red Cedar,
hanging in swooping droops that curl.
Ancestral spikes and spines dripped
down the sticks, and now flatten out
to a whisper of blue butterfly leaves.
Today, its limbs whip and flow into
ecstatic zig-zag ellipses, an extravagant
celebration within the wind.
Tomorrow. Still...
depending on the ether,
outside.

Its fuzzy string-bark rises up to
red ridges and dark deep valleys
that become the chaotic lines
of a border, the boundary between
stretching sinews creaking to new shape
inside
and
the generosity of winds.

by Alec Cowan

The Crow Above
The crow above once laughed

Everything needs a skin.

Upon the Earth below
Amid the clouds so high.

The oozing out from within,

Until his home had clapped

makes the shape,

his black wings had been snapped

rarely does it do things in.

Now swift he falls to die.

Unbound

by Emery Thanathiti

play it on
REPEAT
But I look up and there you are.

brown curls, blue eyes, luscious lips
I guide my fingers through your hair
blind from the thickness of the haze
attempting to feel you without any care
And here I am.
blue frizzies, brown eyes, trembling lips
your soft fingers caress my face
and you stop to appreciate the moment
wondering if we should slow down the pace
Fast forward.
deep moans, loud snores, awkward silences
we tip-toe around the hugs and smiles
rushing towards the goodbyes
telling ourselves loving isn't our style
We’re almost at the end.
racing thoughts, regretful minds, unspoken messages
tell myself over and over you're mine
while drowning in the room filled with clouds
deep down I know we’re running out of time
Please. Stop.
inhale. exhale. relax.
I crave to extinguish this tension
bid you farewell
your look is beyond comprehension
Rewind.
take my words back, guide you towards the door, here we go again
unable to stop pointlessly wishing upon a star
only knowing this fog will disappear one day
so I whisper to myself, “Don’t press play.”
But I look up and there you are.
13
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by Dante Douglas

On mosquito nights, we drank craft beer
and ciders next to your pool. Your pool was gorgeous,

On the water, earthquakes come late

on a good day we could fit fifteen people in there,

they move mountains of ocean, like sliding empty beer cans

we forgot about the fault lines.

down wooden decks. You can see them from miles away.

the ground stayed stable.

My bloodline is full of boats. I am six trips across the Atlantic,

We are all so good and young and American,

I am twenty four thousand miles of ocean, I know

veins clogged with gold, the kind you suck out of beer bottles.

these things in my bones.

The stereo turned up so loud that the deck vibrated,
rolled cans into the ocean.

We are overdue for an earthquake,

The next one will crack open Portland,

a collective hangover of the fault lines.

like a gaping maw.

It is coming. I can spot all the signs,
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the way the trees shiver at their tops like radio wires

There is a quake coming.

or tasting blood, hot and sweet and red, under my tongue,

Movements below the soil,

or how the street preacher has switched up his slurs

old joints cracking. Upheaval imminent.

to address the inevitability of the breaking,

The cross is shivering on the hilltop, Jesus is drunk

and exactly whose fault it is.

babbling in confession to me, and his hair

North of the city, a cross

looks like my grandfather’s, though they never spoke.

is still burning. It stands white and proud on the hilltop.

Outside, the maw is forming, and speaking in a low tone

If we are lucky, it will be the first to fall.

about forgiveness. I don’t have the words to respond.

Unbound

Uprising by Ike Harrel
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Untitled by Brinkley Capriola
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Though she sets a table like a jewelcutter sets a diamond,
you told her you’d get tea; now you can’t rescind.
Two chairs face each other, diametrically opposed,
gridlock, checkerboard.
Leaning forward, she does confide
she could die for a cup of chai.
And she’ll never tell you that you’re wrong,
just not to steep the oolong overlong.
Then she says, “I’ll have my say.
And you will have the Earl Grey.”
Although you make an appeal for green,
before you know it, you’re both agreed.
Rises before you get a word in,
to the kitchen, leaving you in her crazed maze, Minoan.
Slips you a mug of chamomile,
flashes like an electric eel.
Tea for two. Two’s a crowd.
The china patterns are getting loud.
Don’t show a weakness for cream
while she spins her web, Byzantine.

Two’s
A
Crowd
by Sarah Hovet

Takes a taste, assures you then
that you are her oldest friend.
You demur with your saucer,
longing for some pain to cause her.
She says, “I love you, even given the state you’re in.
Whatever wreckage. Pass the cinnamon.”
Your ears ring, but your hand is already at her beck.
How she sips your selfpossession, Kafkaesque.
Smile. Under the table, whiteknuckle her white table cloth, shroud.
One’s a conspiracy. Two’s a crowd.
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Oct 4th, 2015
Dear J,
You should not keep this around.
If these pages ever break from their binding
which my 4pm on a Sunday self could ensure
were
it not for my midnight on Tuesday self
If this reaches you
don’t keep me on this particular phase, age, year
as a memento.
This isn’t yours to keep, it’s mine to say.
Even in ink these words won’t hold me either
so once I’m done throw it away.
You don’t have to let me finish either.
either.
or.
		neither.
				and.
I read the Paris Review today and there was
a story of a 34 year old graphic designer
who falls in love with an antique furniture
redecorator. Besides not being interesting and
over populated by words people decorate their
writing with - I was left amused by how
filling a hole in yourself to the shape of a
stranger could be called
falling
		
in
			love.
When I’m somber I often try to place you in
this category: a convenient shape for a hollow
space I’m tired of walking all the way around
Some of those times I think I enjoy the
aching, the wanting.
You are maybe a wet stone upon which to sharpen
my discontent.
A state I grew in
it’s the wrappings of my adolescence and I
often indulge in misery like crawling into bed.
I think the part of me wanting you is the one
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never sated.
Never wished to be.
The hungry one knows what it wants and if
it was fed it would die with no direction. If
it were fed it would die standing still, an
action so opposite to its nature. It's the stray
dog whose stomach perforates upon devouring
something wrapped in tinfoil found in a dumpster
outside the restaurant you bus tables for. I
think this metaphor has abandoned my use.
You aren't my antique furniture redecorator. I
think I once was yours.
If you’ve read this far you’ve tolerated my
excuses. When this doesn’t work out, when this,
us,
never existed
Blame midnight on Tuesday. Or timing. But
honestly, I’d like to be directly at fault.
I don’t think of you naked.
Sometimes I’ll remember that one day in the
used clothing store smelling of damp wool. I
demanded you come out of the dressing room in
the pair of black jeans I'd grabbed off the rack,
and I saw your lines.
Lines to trace with
finger or tongue. Lines that lead
somewhere. Maybe that's explicit and I'm making
you uncomfortable.
I noticed you that's all.
Anyway, I did wish to ask you somethingnot just talk at you.
Why aren’t we together?
Why don’t you want to be with me?
What if we don’t kiss well? I often have
thought about that- when I picture getting what
I want
(you)

Unbound

I like to trouble shoot for the wrenches
coming out of left field. Like we are standing
in front of one another and I let you pull
my shirt over my head but your hands feel too
cold against my soft stomach skin. I kiss you,
but you’ve clenched your teeth and it comes
crashing down that I pulled and pushed, bitched
and bullied you away from a good, clean, cute
relationship into my basement room of obsessive,
fraudulent romanticism. She won’t take you back,
not this time, and you are alone. That place you
are so uncomfortable in
and
you are not only replulsed but actually hate me.
whoops.
Does that vision occur to you on the off chance
you’ve thought of it? Does that seem plausible
reading that now?
It is not selfish of me.
It’s not inconsiderate.
It’s because you keep me around serving some
function too minimal for my taste or ego but
just wide enough that I think of myself as a
bit important to you.
I am. I know that.
I can count a handful of times you’ve looked at
me and you were so happy. One morning when I
woke you. One time, I was running towards you
in a hallway, a plastic banner covering my head.
Once over coffee when I was talking with my
hands.
I will give you everything to be held in a
gaze like that.
I’ll be good, if you would look at me like that
more often.
And maybe even alone.
But what I was saying before is that it's not
selfish to ask you,
what it is,

why it is,
how
this happened that we aren’t together?
I hope there is something I do so obnoxiously
that
I'm unaware of and
is quintessential to myself.
I hope you find me unattractive. I hope you find
me inauthentic.
Annoying.
I hope you are merely keeping me around for
networking reasons
I'll be fun to say you knew for a few years in
college.
I hope my thighs are too big. My hair too short.
I mouth breathe heavily when I'm concentrating
on my book across from you.
I hope you hate
asthmatics and smokers. Especially when found
in a particularly battered pair of lungs. You
can come up with your own or choose from those
above.
You could also tell me about how great she is.
Let me in on the way she holds her drawing pen
that has you hooked.
The way she sleeps in the morning that
relinquishes you of desire for any other
form. Tell me it's none of my business, your
relationship is the thing that makes you feel
okay when it's Tuesday at midnight or
when you think about moving to Seattle you
always leave room in the hypothetical u-Haul for
her winter
coat collection.
Look at me in surprise that I have spent so
much time and now ink hoping to wedge myself
between
two peas in a pod.
Tell me I'm crashing a party I only assumed I
was invited to.
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Yes, what is that euphemism?
I've made an Ass of
U and Me.
Tell me this and I'll be fine.
I won’t sleep with your room mates.
Won’t date our mutual friends.
I will find a German literature major with
cuffed pants and a winter
coat collection.
I haven't slept with anyone since that night I
told you about the feelings I caught. I haven't
fucked anyone in months. I have participated in
every other way a person can make another feel
good Tuesday at midnight,
but
I haven’t been penetrated.
My walls won’t crumble for anyone since they
fell for you.
I'm not crediting you,
this has actually been a very rewarding personal
project. But if you were ever deterred from
loving me based on my promiscuity
I'm announcing it a non-issue.

I won’t love you forever. But I will miss the
moments when I could stop thinking around you..
Are you glad you read this?
Hopefully not too imposing?
I hope it made you mad even if you would never
give me that satisfaction.

Wait, one last thing.
I want for you (how many times in this letter
have I started sentences with I?!) to not
always be fine. I want you to know that it’s
okay to not be a good-times kid
always.
You can have moods.
Be upset, and let people close to you feel it.
Sometimes I think you are a robot set to charm
all the mortals you come across
and it’s so fucking annoying.
Also never text anything you wouldn’t say in
person. That’s cowardly and no doubt a mechanism
you developed to keep anyone from seeing you
upset.
That's all I got.

‘

Alright, I'm going to wrap this up.
Even if you never get this- I think I've
written it all down and won’t have to carry it
on the back of my tongue anymore.
Breathe a big sigh of relief
I'm giving up the gun.
The huge part of me that for so long was sure
you loved me.
More than anyone.
The part of me that thought I only needed to
call and
you’d come.
Every pop song clichée. I will put it down.
Advert my gaze.
Call off the hounds. Or, the one stray dog as
that metaphor returns to
usefulness.
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My backyard smells like rotting stone fruit
and beer.
I don’t notice a temperature it's so comfortable.
A squirrel stays alert for any cans I may
throw at its tiny hairy body.
My neighbors are fighting over the fence.
It's 2015 in the fall
and
I’m / You / We
are young. so I’ll end it this way.

-A

Unbound
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